
 

 
   

REPRESENTATIVE MATTERS AND CASES

Acting as administrator

Acting as member of the joint administrators of CEFC China and CEFC
Shanghai Group Limited in a substantive consolidation bankruptcy
proceeding with total debt of more than RMB 200 billion

Acting as the administrator of Dalian Shipbuilding Industry Offshore
Company in a restructuring proceeding with total debt of more than RMB 22
billion

Acting as the administrator of Shanghai Yuehe Development Company, a
real estate development company with many individual purchasers, in a
restructuring proceeding

Acting as the administrator of a coal trading company in the first bankruptcy
case ever accepted by Shanghai No. 3 Intermediate People’s court in a
bankruptcy liquidation proceeding with total debt of more than RMB 3.4 billion

Acted as the administrator of a cargo company and handled a dozen
revocation lawsuits arising out of the bankruptcy proceeding, with some
cases being recorded and listed in the annual white paper of Shanghai
Pudong People’s court

Represented an audit firm administrator in a restructuring proceeding in
Shanghai with total debt of around RMB 1 billion

Advised the liquidator of a BVI company on obtaining control of its Chinese
assets and subsidiaries

PRACTICE AREAS 

MR. CHEN SPECIALIZES IN DEBT RESTRUCTURING,
LIQUIDATION AND BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS,
FINANCIAL DISPUTES, COMMERCIAL LITIGATION AND
ARBITRATION.
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Representing investors

Represented an investor in its bankruptcy investment in Chongqing Iron
Company with total debt over RMB 40 billion (Case was ranked as one of the
Top 10 Bankruptcy Cases by the PRC Supreme People’s Court)

Represented a local government in Zhejiang Province in its first ever bailout
of a local private company and its listed subsidiary

Represented an assets management company in its bankruptcy investment
in a giant private company in Shandong Heze, with total debt over RMB 20
billion

Represented a state-owned enterprise in its bankruptcy investment in its
subsidiary in Shanghai

Represented an investor in its bankruptcy investment in a medical equipment
manufacturer

Represented a listed company investing in a solar company with total debt of
around RMB 10 billion

Representing creditors

Represented the financial creditors’ committee of a large private company
group in restructuring over RMB 80 billion in debt

Represented the financial creditors’ committee of a giant private company
group located in Nanjing in a restructuring project, with total debts of more
than RMB 100 billion

Represented a leading Japanese company in a bankruptcy proceeding
against a large private company in Shandong

Represented a major assets management company in a restructuring project
against a large private company located in Chongqing

Representing the Debtors

Represented the controller of a fully licensed vehicle manufacturer in its
restructuring proceeding with total debt of more than RMB 10 billion

Represented the controller of a Hong Kong-listed company in the
restructuring of its subsidiaries in mainland China

Represented a private shipbuilding company in its restructuring project

Represented a private equity fund in restructuring its invested pre-IPO
vehicle facing bankruptcy threat to successfully recoup its capital outlay of
RMB 256 million
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Represented a luxury brand hotel in restructuring more than RMB 600 million
in debt

Represented a Fortune Global 500 company in liquidating its mainland China
subsidiary with registered capital over USD 8 million

Financial Disputes

Represented a major asset management company in China in applying for
Security Realization legal procedure and in appearing in the litigation and
arbitration proceedings in a dispute over RMB 1 billion

Represented a foreign invested bank in several court proceedings, including
before the Supreme Court, in a dispute over a loan of more than RMB 300
million

Represented a foreign invested bank in the first ever cash management
dispute in mainland China

Represented investors in several asset management channel disputes
involving complex manager responsibility determinations

Represented a private enterprise in several entrusted local disputes before
Baoshan People’s Court, Jiading People’s Court, Putuo People’s Court and
Shanghai No.1 Intermediate People’s Court, with RMB 300 million in dispute
in the more than 10 cases

Commercial Disputes

Represented a Hong Kong company in claiming the investment dividends
from a major SOE that held the shares on behalf of the Hong Kong company

Represented a German real-estate investment fund in SHIAC arbitration and
related court proceedings in a dispute over the acquisition of a RMB 700
million real-estate project with the winning arbitral award upheld by Supreme
Court

Represented a leading computer manufacturer in SHIAC arbitration in a
dispute for RMB 30 million

Assisted a well-known US garment company in an arbitration proceeding
against a Chinese company in a lease dispute for over RMB 19 million

Assisted a company in winning on retrial a shareholders' derivative action

Conducted HR compliance audits for Chinese hotels managed by a famous
brand
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Assisted a WOFE in a land expropriation case, including advising on civil
procedure and administrative procedure and successfully obtaining additional
compensation of more than RMB 15 billion

OTHER INFORMATION

Education

Fudan University, School of Law, LL.M

Fudan University, School of Law, LL.B

Professional Qualification

Admitted to practice in the PRC

Professional Background

Mr. Chen joined the Shanghai office of Fangda Partners in 2012.
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